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Not since the days of Columbus has it been a better time to be a geographer. To state it
simply, geography is popular, dare say, even hip. More than 51.3 million people have used
web mapping services in the US alone (as of 2005) (Wired, 2005); over 200 million people
have downloaded Google Earth (Google Press Center, 2007); over one million maps have
been created with Microsoft collections (Helft, 2007); over 40000 maps have been created
with the website Platial (Helft, 2007); over 5700 datasets have been uploaded to Swivel
(http://www.swivel.com); over 540000 GPS traces have been uploaded to Open Street
Map (http://www.openstreetmap.org/traces); and over four billion location attributes
have been uploaded to GeoCommons (http://www.geocommons.com), just to name a
few. Grass-roots organizations are organically forming to bring geographic data to the
masses, startup companies are forming to build innovative geographic technologies,
and companies are investing millions in technologies built around geography. There is a
growing communityöcurrently in the millionsöwith a new found thirst for geography,
yet, as a discipline, geography's most vocal contributions are dystopian views of
innovation that disenfranchise the discipline.
A specific example ofone of these views is last month's Environmentand Planning B:
Planning and Design commentary, ``Just another private^public partnership? Possible
constraints on scientific information in virtual map browsers'' by Francis Harvey. This
commentary made the sweeping claim that, as a result of the technologies just high-
lighted, ``academics may forever lose the possibility to access and publish data without
corporate consent'', specifically asking the question: ``What Faustian bargain do we
enter into when we use these amazing possibilities offered by virtual earth software?''
This type of fearmongering and broad generalization is not only a disservice to the
discipline, but is inaccurate. This short rebuttal will demonstrate specific inaccuracies
in the evidence presented by Dr Harvey, illustrate the myopic view taken in the
commentary, and expose the danger of making faulty leaps in logic.
In order to support his claim that technologies, such as virtual earth software, will
prevent academics from being able to access and publish data without corporate
consent, he provides two examples of corporate `terms of use'.(1) The first example is
from Google, referring to their Guidelines forThird Party Use of Google Brand Features
(Google Permissions, 2007) and the Google brand features terms and conditions.
Dr Harvey's problem seems to be that the terms make it difficult to use screen shots
of Google Earth for publication. While this does sound cumbersome, it hardly con-
stitutes Google preventing academics from accessing data. The terms are constructed
to protect Google's brand and it is quite a stretch to equate protecting a brand to
restricting access to data. Screenshots and logos hardly constitute data. The more
accurate question is what happens to the data, `public or private', that are integrated
into Google Earth (since the academic value of imagery and pictures is mostly limited
to remote sensing research, which does not use Google Earth to begin with). Here the
terms are clear: ``You retain copyright and any other rights you already hold in content
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(1) This rebuttal will not cover Dr Harvey's accusations of imagery alteration conspiracies
(1) because of length limitations, and (2) because the evidence is anecdotal from blog posts and
media releases.which you submit, post or display on or through, the Services (Google Terms of Use,
2007).''
Dr Harvey has made his case based on access to licensed data in these technologies
and has presented them as evidence that, ``GIS data is rapidly drying up as copyright-
based contracts stifle the creation of new GIS data.'' The problem is he is using apples
to make a case against oranges. Licensed third-party data are nothing new and hardly
novel to `virtual earth software'. Any time data are purchased they are subject to being
licensedöthat is the nature of the transaction. Data have been purchased by GIS users
and countless others since before the inception of the computer. What is new is that
`virtual earth software' companies are giving away access to the data for free to the
public by paying large amounts of money to the third-party-data providers. This does
not make the data public; they were always licensed and the companies that are
providing free access have to ensure that the original terms of use set by the third-
party-data providers are adhered to. The access to licensed third-party data has
actually improved, although the terms of service have stayed the same regardless of
if they come from Google Earth and its like or from the satellite imagery provider.
The worst part of this argument is that Dr Harvey has used the legal terms around
third-party content to create a false perception about the accessibility of data. Let's
take the second example he uses of the onerous terms of use for GeoCommons.
Specifically, Dr Harvey states that:
``Generally we need to remember that, except for the use of these software applica-
tions and GIS data for personal use or within fair-use provisions, any use requires
the permission of the software provider and possibly the data provider. As another
example of how limitations on the use of GIS data may develop, I consider the
newly announced GeoCommons Terms of Service in their clarity worth noting and
reflecting on. `Unless you have permission from the owner of the Third Party
Content, you agree to only display the Third Party Content on your personal
computer solely for your personal or business use'.''
Dr Harvey makes the assertion that, to use the data in GeoCommons, a user must
adhere to these strict restrictions, but he is again using apples to make an argument
against oranges. GeoCommons prominently display, in both their terms of service and
across the site, that all content uploaded to the site and downloadable from the site
falls under Creative Commons with Attribution 3.0. To quote the Creative Commons
website, ``this license lets others distribute, remix, tweak, and build upon your work,
even commercially, as long as they credit you for the original creation. This is the most
accommodating of licenses offered, in terms of what others can do with your works
licensed under Attribution (Creative Commons, 2007).'' Dr Harvey chose a quote from
the GeoCommon's terms of use that applies only to licensed third-party data, and not
to the content actually on GeoCommons. Terms of use frequently have stipulations to
cover additional content in the future that would fall outside of a Creative Commons
license. The terms even say ``certain information and content may be provided by third
party licensors (FortiusOne, 2007, emphasis added)''. These two selective and skewed
examples speak volumes about the factual strength of Dr Harvey's argument.
GeoCommons is, in fact, an application developed to make public data more
easily available to the masses without the need to use expensive GIS software. While
many academics have the money and resources to access GIS software, much of the
citizenry does not, and is actually prevented from accessing public data. Yet, this is
the example that Dr Harvey has created to make his case that ``Corporations involved
in developing GIS data and web-based applications remain coy in articulating rights
and responsibilities''.
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the web with clearly articulated rights and responsibilities. Creative Commons was
created by Lawrence Lessig, a noted Stanford Professor and leading academic in the
field of intellectual property and terms of use on the web (Stanford, 2007). It is
surprising that, in an academic editorial focused on terms of use, data access, copy-
right, and intellectual property, not a single academic source is cited from the literature
on them. If Dr Harvey had taken the time to do such diligence he would have found
that the pervasive trend for data sharing and access on the web has followed the
Creative Commons model, built around the concepts of open access and innovative
reuse. In the original list of innovative technologies bringing more geographic data
to the world, Platial, Swivel, and OpenStreetMap, all use Creative Commons with
Attribution licenses like GeoCommons. Even Microsoft and Google leave copyright
and ownership to the contributors of data in their geographic services (Google Terms
of Use, 2007; Microsoft, 2007). `Virtual earth software' has been an integral part of
Web 2.0 and the reality is that this second generation of the web is producing huge,
new amounts of open data that are being combined (mashed up) in numerous innova-
tive ways. Dr Harvey has created an Orwellian mythology based on faulty assertions
and leaps of logic. Hopefully the discipline of geography can see beyond these dysto-
pian views to leverage the opportunities these innovations bring to the table and
educate the millions of new geographers hungry for knowledge.
Sean P Gorman
School of Public Policy, George Mason University (also a cofounder of FortiusOne
who developed GeoCommons)
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A response from Harvey
The response from Sean Gorman regarding my commentary raises a point I'm very
glad he mentions: the use of Creative Commons licensing for geodata. Many of the
concerns expressed in the commentary could be addressed through the use of these
licenses, or other copyleft-type licenses. And it's very positive and encouraging to find
out that (currently all according to Gorman) data on Fortius One's GeoCommons are
available under a `Creative Commons with Attribution 3.0 license'. The quote from the
GeoCommons terms of service was used as part of the reflections on the role copy-
right-based restrictions can have on GIS data. It should not be construed to be
indicative of GeoCommons' entire terms of service.
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Commons licensing has yet to be widely embraced by many corporations. A key
point of the commentary raises questions about increasing corporate control of
geoinformation and the creeping rise in limitations arising from copyright-based
restrictions. It will be good to find out in more detail about the use of copyright-
based restrictions in corporate and government geoinformation provision. Right now,
this seems to be yet another lacuna for the GIS community.
Francis Harvey
Department of Geography, University of Leicester
Editor: Correspondence on this issue is now closed. If readers wish to pursue these
concerns, the journal is available as a forum for publications on this subject area in
article form.
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